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Don Watson, aide to retiring Rep.
George Shipley, was defeating Sen.
Terry Bruce, 54-0lney, in early returns
for the Democratic nomination fo r the
22nd C ongressional District.
Watson was holding a narrow lead
over Bruce, leader of the "Crazy
Eight" coalition, with most of the
precincts yet to report.
In the race for the Republican
pomination� Daniel Crane, a Danville
dentist, was an early leader;with Rep.
Ro s c o e. C u nn i n g h a m ,
54Lawrenceville, and Gene Stunkel, a
Danville businessman, close behind.
Another area race found Rep. Larry
Stuffle,
53-Charleston,
and Neil
Young of Danville early leaders over
James Emery, also of Danville, for the
Democratic nominations.
However, returns from most -of th,e·
six-county area revealed that Young
was holding a narrow 8,332 to 7, 793
margin over Emery.
In Coles County, Stuffle, running
for his second term, received 6, 181 Vi
votes, while Young gathered 1,905
votes and Emery 1,087.
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Coles County voters in general
followed a statewide trend, as Michael
Bakalis received 4,103 votes to Dakin
Williams' 296 vote total, and Seith.
gathered
2, 153 votes to Anthony
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Martin-Trigona's total of 829 votes.
In the GOP race in Coles County,
Gov. James Thompson received 2,540
votes, Charles Percy, 1,853 votes and
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_Lar Daly, 536 votes.

Other Democratic winners in Coles
County were Richard Durbin, 2,663
votes for lieutenant governor, Richard
Troy, 4,033 votes for attorney general,
and Alan Dixon, 2,884, for secretary of
state.

In the vaunted downstate-Chicago
race, however, Coles joined with its
southern
neighbors
by
favoring
Richard Luft for comptroller over
Roland Burris by a 1,618 to.1,134 vote
and Nina Shepherd received the
county nod for treasurer with 1,742
votes over Jerome Cosentino, who had
1,022 votes.

-

For the Republicans, Dave O'Neill
received 2,373 county votes for lieu
tenant governor, William Scott re
ceived 2,407 votes for attorney gener
al, Sharon Sharp gathered 2,188 votes
for secretary of state.

·In other GOP races, Robert Blair

gatht:red 1,546 votes over John Ca.stle
with 853 votes for comptroller, while
James Skelton won over Brad Glass for
treasurer by a 1,241 to 1,046 margin.

·-
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Coles_County Clerk Jackie Bacon, right, dictates vote totals to Pat Shoot,
also of the county clerk's office, at the Coles County Courthouse following.
Tuesday's primary. Bacori, who ran unopposed, received 2,492 votes to
regain the Republican nomination for that office. (New� photo by Ed Cobau).

Voters choose Percy, Seith for Senate race

by the Associated Press
Alex R.. Seith grabbed the Demo�
cratic nomination for U.S� Senate and
Comptroller ·Michael ,J_. Bakalis the
Democratic nomination for governor
Tuesday, as Illinois voters turned out
in record low numbers for the state
·

wide primary.
Seith, a Hinsdale attorney backed by
regular Democrats, led Anthony
Robert Martin-Trigona by a 2-1 margin

in early returns.
Bakalis

led

Collinsville

attorney

»akin Williams by nearly 5 to 1.
In the November election Seith will

Battles for state comptroller and
face Republican Sen. Charles H.
treasurer nominations pitted insur
Percy, who handidly defeated perennial candidate Lar "America First". gents against candidates backed by
Daly in the primary.
the muscle of party regulars.
Bakalis will take on Gov. James R.
In the Republican comptroller's
Thompson, who was unopposed in the race, John W. Castle, a DeKalb
primary.. . businessman supporte
_ d by Thompson,
State election officials projected . took an early lead over former House
Tuesday's voter turnout at 28.8 per- Speaker W. Robert Blair of Park
cent, which they called the lowest in Forest.
Illinois primary history.
Races for two lower
_

�tatewide

offices and three congressional seats
provided the biggest dash of primacy

excitement.

In the Democratic race for treasurer,
Jerome
of_ Palos
A. Co sentino
Heights, backed by party regulars,
took an early lead over Nina Shepherd
of Winnetka, a University of Illinois
trustee running with strong liberal
support.

State Sen. Bradley M. Glass of
Northfield led Champaign County
Treasurer J;imes M. Skelton for the
_

On the Democratic side, Chicagoan
Roland W. Burris, backed by party
regulars, led State Rep. Richard Luft
of Pekin in Burris' bid to become the
first black elec_ted to statewide office.

Republican nomination for treasurer.
In the 22nd District, both Democrats
and Republicans battled to nominate
candidates to succeed retiring veteran
Democratic Rep. George Shi{iey of Clney.
.

Anita Bryant revival met with minor protest
by John Kennedy

Cecil Todd, director of the Revival
Fires Ministries, who appeared along
with activist Anita Bryant Monday
night at Charleston High School, said

, University 8-1
pot, lost 6-2, 6-2
Kommer 6-3, 6-1
cond spot.

that although her crusade against gay
rights has hurt her career, she still has
wide support.
Bryant, who did not lecture during
her appearance, sang several testi
monial songs before she ended he
. r
rally with additional singing and

1ted by Mario
Hatfield fell to
ts 3-6, 6-4, 6-2 at
1erson was edged

praising of Christ..
Todd introduced

i, 6-2, 6-3 and
5-3 match to Bill

Bryant

as

"a

Christian singer and a symbol of Bible
morality, who is loved by millions of
Americans.''.
. Todd added that although the

ion
Hatfield
png-Baretto 7-6,
>r Eastern's only

Anita Bryant

38-year-Qld enteminer' s career may
have been hampered by her camoai2n

against homosexuals, he said sales of members of the audience. After her
orange juice, which Bryant promotes, introduction, most of the protesters
have risen 100 percent since the singer. left, but those who remained heckled
began promoting orange . juice:
her with various comments and in" Christians are drinking orange suits.

juice like holy water," Todd comApproximately
10
protesters
mented.
attended the rally, and carried signs
Todd added that more than 3,500 ·which read "Pro Gay, Pro God,"
teanagers recently had voted Bryant as "Christians for Gay Rights" and
America's most courageous woman.
"Why do Christians Hate?" in addi
Bryant opened her performance tion to heckling Bryant outside the
with a song and then s ook hands with .school during the testimon�al.
·
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Mostly sunny
Wednesday will be mostly sunny with highs in the
50s. It will be fair Wednesday night with lows in the
high 20s and mid 3os.
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Carter, JFK plan s alike
·WASHINGTON (AP) - The major initiative in President Carter's urban policy
bears striking resemblance to the strategy adopted by John F. Kennedy before
.
he decided it wouldn't solve the problem.
When Carter unveils his urban policy March 27, the big new.effort will be to
foster economic development and create permanent jobs.
What Carter will describe as ''distressed urban and rural areas'' were known
in 1961 as •'pockets of poverty.' ' Then as now, a Democratic president tried to
stimulate a sluggish economy without losing business confidence from fears

B�zzard �ducation Building Rm. l 09
·

•

·

Ted's Presents

Wednesday

''Schente''
.

that he was a big spender.

Need may sway coal vote

·

Money woes plague U.N.
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Soviet and Chinese refusal to help pay for a new
U.N. peacekeeping force in southern Lebanon threatens to create more
financial woes for the United Nations. It already owes $166 million from
previous peacekeeping operations.
Since U.N. peacekeeping began in 1948, the Soviet Union and most of the
Eastern European countries have refused to pay for the operations they .don't
endorse. China disapproves of U.N. peacekeeping activities as a matter of
orinciple and does not pay.
·
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Wine Tasting

Every Wednesday
1 pm to 9 pm
Wine of the Week
·

Sebastiani
Mt Vin Rose
.

full� gal.
Free Bottle
·

With Purchase of Case.
Reg. 3.96

Sale 3.29

$5 per semester, $1 for summer only·. $10 for all year. The EAstern News is represented by

.
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NORMAL, Ill. (AP) � Firemen went on strike today, leaving only supervisors
on the fire trucks.
The city will go to court for a back-to-work order, but fire union President
·
Ron Lawson said the men won't obey it.
The firemen walked out following a move by the city council Monday night
that deprives them of the raise other municipal employees will get April 1. Fire
lieutenants and captains, however, will get the raise.
If there's a major fire supervisors at the firehouse say they'll call the firemen.
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Mon. - Fri.: 9 am -3
Saturday: 9 am - noon

Fi�emen strike for raise
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vacations or examinations by the students of Eastern Illinois University. Subscription price:
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Be safe and purchase your

percent

fall and spring semesters and weekly during the summer term, except during school
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WASHINGTON (AP) a on percent increase in acts of violence, the
nation's overall rate of serious
foui:
last year compared to
1976, according to FBI statistics. ·
The improvement in the overaU rate was the first since an equal dip in 1972,
prompting Attpmey General Griffin B . Bell to call the annual report "an
incentive to both law enforcement officers and the American public.' '
But neither h e nor the FBI said why the overall rate declined and the violent
crime rate increased.

The Eastern News is published daily, Monday through Friday, at Charleston, Ill. during the
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Gay discrimination banned
•

•

.

Hot Dogs Popcorn

.

San Francisco's supervisors, noting that an
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
estimated one in seven of the city's 680,000 residents is homosexual, have
agreed to ban discrimination against homosexuals in employment, housing and
public accommodations.
The 10-1 vote on Monday night adds. San Francisco, long noted for its highly
visible and politicized gay community, to the list of more than 40 cities \Yith
_
such laws.

DE
1n

Quarter Beer Night
25�.B�ys ·old Milwaukee

WASHINGTON (AP) - Coal miners, hard up for cash after a 106-day strike,
may vote grudgingly for a contract proposal to end their walkout, interviews
with more than 100 local United Mine Workers leaders show.
"Everybodyts broke in Beckley. They don't know where their next dime is
coming from , " Jimmy Bonham, president of UMW Local 1961 in Beckley, W.
Va., said.
"I think they're going to accept the contract , " Peter Trbovich, president of
Local 688 in Oarksville, Pa., echoed.
After three months without work; he said, miners will give their support out
of " �ecessity, not because it's a good contract."
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CGS passes motion on repeated course issue
by Vicki Pape

A motion supporting an academic
department's right to require graduate
students to repeat coµrses was ap
proved unanimously by the Council on
Graduate Studies Tuesday.
The motion specifies that a depart
ment may refuse to accept any course
within the students' study plan, even if
all other requirements are met,
including a grade point average of 3.0.
In addition, the major department
may also require th� student to repeat·
a course listed in his study plan,

substitute another course
' for one listed
on the study plan or take additional
courses not on the study plan.
".We had a· request from , the
chairman of the Speech Pathology and.
Audiology Department that we (the
council) make a statement on the
clarifvinaz what a department could
require," CGS Chairperson Jon Laible said.
Laible indicated that in the past
there "might haye been a problem"
''iith students questioning a depart
ment's right to require them to repeat
a course.

•

"The motion now goes into the
minutes of the council becoming an
official statement of the council. It
spells out the specific things a depart
ment can do (regarding repeated
courses)," Laible said.
He added that the reason for the
action was so a major department
could look to the statement to answer
any questions it might have regarding
the council's opinion on the matter.
In other action, the CGS unani
mously approved Management 4950,
Management Consulting and Research

and considered the M.S. of Education
in Adult Education program.
"The motion was to approve the
program (M.S. in Education in Adult
Education) with the stipulation that we
take action on the particular courses
(in the program) at a later date and
pending Board of Governors and
Board of Higher Education approval,''
Laible said.
No action was taken on the motion
due to a lack of a quorum during
consideration of the adult education
proposal.

Demos choose Lister
in close sheriff ,race
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The close race for the Democratic
nomination for Coles County sheriff
dominated local contests in Tuesday's
primary,
as all other races showed few
'
"'
surpnses.
Chuck Lister won the Democratic
·nod over challenger Earl Ashmore
1,636 ·to 1,407 in a seesaw primary
battle.

Incumbent Paul Smith won handily
over challenger Robert Butler by 1,646
to 1,089 for the Republican nomina
tion.
All primary winners will be on the
ballot for the November general
election. .
Other winners in the primary race
were incumbent Democrat V. Glenn
Stilgebauer for county treasurer with
2,694 votes, Republican Jackie.Bacon

ur

BANK.

�
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for county clerk with 2,492 votes and
Democrat Robert Miller for regional
superintendent of schools with 2,787
votes.
Although all were officially unchal
lenged in the primacy, Bacon will face
opposition from Democratic write-in
candidate Tina Spence, who gathered
206 votes.
For state central committeeman, Joe
Connelly of Eastern's Political Science
Department won with 2,149 over
Wayne Arnold, who received 796
votes, for the Democratic nomination
while Robert Redfernwon by 1,241 over
George Woodcock with 883 votes.
After Lister won. the Democratic
nomination for sheriff, he commented
"that the race was' close due to two,
well-qualified candidates. "

Campu s buildi n g s to close
orcuth our sfor bre ak
April 3.
All offices on campus, including
Several buildings on campus will be
housing, registration, financial aids
closed or open for reduced hours
and records, will also be open for
during spring break, spokespersons
regular hours during break.
said Tuesday.
All residence halls will close at 10
p.m. Wednesday and will reopen at
noon April 2.. .
The University Union will close at 5
p.m. Wednesday. The Union Panther
' Lair, lobby shop and bowling alley will
reopen at 2 p.m. April 2; and the rest
of the building will reopen at 8 a.m.
Aptjl 3.
Booth Library will be open from 8
a.m. until 5 p.m. Wednesday through
Friday-and will be closed Saturday and
Sunday. The library will be open from
. 8 a.m. to 5 p .m .. Monday through·
March·31.
The library will be closed April 1 and
will resume regular hours April 2.
The swimming pool and weight-lift
ing room in Lantz Building will close at
5 p.m. Wednesday and will reopen on.
April 3. Other facilities in Lantz will
close Thursday and reopen in the
evening on April 2.
However, the racquetball and tennis
courts in the building will remain open
·during the day throughout break.
The Health· Service, thr. Computer
Services Center and the Ea:;tern News
business office will all remain open for
regular hours during break.
The News will not publish over
break, and will resume .P.n:bI, �ca�ion .

by Laura Fraembs

Hill climber

Although his bike is big, and the hill is steep, Corey Benge of Charleston
"
seems to be enjoying his ride through campus Tuesday. Soon warmer tem
peratures will prompt students to bring their bicycles out of storage. (News
photo by Craig Stockel)
·
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AB should rethink WELHdecision
Although
the
Apportionment
Board
should be commended for its ·careful
examination of most activity budgets for
next year, we question the wisdom of
drastically cutting the budget of campus
radio station WELH.
Both student and faculty members of the
AB deserve credit . for their detailed
research of most of the proposed budgets
and their interest in distributing student fee
money fairly.
·Financial Vice President Tom Dersch,
also the chairperson of the AB, showed
expert fiscal leadership in his handling of
the tedious budget process.
However, the decision to cut $5,900 ir:i
student fees from the WELH budget is one
we wish the AB had taken more time in
making, for it is a difficulty and complicated
issue.
The AB, in cutting the radio station's
budget, said WELH is consistently not
producing as much revenue as it has
predicted and had the appearance, in the
words of AB member Bill MacFarlane, of a
"ham radio outfit."
We cannot argue with the fact that
WELH is not a revenue-generating activity,
at least not as an AM station with reception

..

_

·

Perhaps, David, you should volun
teer to be the lM chairman of your
dorm.
Then you could see that all arrange
ments for all of your dorm 1-M
activities were in order.
If you want to criticize someone for
the manner in which the weekend
Residence Hall Basketball Tourna
ment was botched up then criticize the
Resident Hall 1-M Chairman not this
office.·
Kathy Costello
Intramural Office
·

Education value
Editor,
For many of us it is very reassuring
to know that President Marvin and his
administrati<m have finally established
priorities for higher education at

Eastern.

Eastern News

The canceling of school on Friday,
March 17, to accommodate a small

CATATONIC STATE
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David
, Reed

Dan Thornburgh

The way I see it there is really no
sense in having further classes after
spring break because the NBA play
offs, the Stanley Cup, and baseball's
spring training will all be in full swing
and I'm sure that some of us would like
to attend all of these. .
·After all it is very important that we
who have the advantage of receiving a
higher education learn, if nothing else,
the imi)ortance of the competitive ethic
so we can pr0ceed info the mainstream
of society as confirmed Darwinians.
Tell us the truth, Dr. Marvin, were·
you in Taiwan for official business or to
scout the Taiwanese Little League
team? Rahl Rahl
Bill Ennebach
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Supplements Editor .......... Glenna Neubert�

Staff Artist .................... Mark Hillard

factors, such - as the level of
and leadership the Speech·
Communications
Department
could
provide, are also important considerations.
We do not think the AB has had enough
time to fully investigate the station's
position, and we ask the board to
reconsider its decision of the complicated
issue.
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percentage of students who desire to
travel to Missouri to watch an event of
such world importance as a basketball
game clearly demonstrates that Dr.
Marvin definitely does· have his own
ideas concerning the essentials of the
educational system.
What I find especially ironic is the
fact that just last week when we had an
eight-plus-inch snowfall, Eastern was
the only public institution which
remained open, but now it . will be
closed so fewer than ten percent of the
student body can travel for over six
hours and be entertained by. that .
mentally stimulating game which in·
volves the complicated process of
throwing a ball through a basket.
.
It's not as if we don't already waste
Editor,
enough of our leisure time glued to an
I disagree with Marcel Bright's view
on not standing for the national·
idiot box watching modem day glad
iators demonstrate the process of body
anthem. But, this country does allow
over mind without further institution . him freedom of speech and the choice
alizing athletics by proclaiming a
of standing or sitting for the· national
national holiday every time an Eastern
anthem.
team wins.
Steve McOure

�R�\'S IHE MAi1E.R HM\&U��

Editor-in-Chief ........... : .... Dave Shanks

Government Editor ...

_
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Letters to the Edit.or

IM rebuttal

·

·limited to dorms because of its ·relatively
inexpensive method of transmitting the
signal through eJectrical circuits.
Indeed, the quality of its broadcasts and
the way the station is run may cause it to
resemble a "ham radio outfit" at times.
We agree that the radio· station needs'
some motive to improve·itself, and placing
it on one·year's probation and requiring it
make up cuts in its budget through in
creased revenue could be such an . in
centive.
However, . giving WELH such a short
period of time to improve its financial
situation is a little harsh in light of the
difficulty the station has in getting ad- .
vertising.
Because WELH operates on· carrier
currents, which means only dorm students
can receive the broadcasts, its audience is
so small that few merchants want to
purchase air time.
And until WELH is provided enough
·

·

Editor,
In response to David Donaldson's
criticism in Tuesday's, March 21st
·paper of the manner in which the IM
office "botched" up the Residence
Hall Basketball Tournament, it should
be pointed out that the l M office does
not run or manage this tournament.
The tournament is run by the
Residence Hall Student l M chairman.
The I-M office merely schedules the
facilities for the teams· to play their
games and provides a_ building super·
visor, thereby insuring that, in fact,
the residence halls do have a place in
which to play.
We, in the Intramural Office, do
.
wish that those people who choose to
criticize the I M office publicly would
first contact the I M office and get the
facts straight.. .
We are getting tired of being
blamed for things that a� occurring
which are beyond our control.

Editorial

funds to buy a better transmitter, either AM
or FM, it will not receive enough ad·
vertising revenue because of its small
audience.
It is a vicious circle, and pne that cannot
be avoided until the station can afford a
quality transmitter. The question is: does
the AB want to make that kind of financial
·
commitment?
The continuation of WELH is both a
theoretical and practical problem. Few
would disagree that Eastern needs a
thriving radio station, bo.th ·for academic
training and for the benefit of the
university.
But we also realize that a new transmitter
that would allow WELH to broadcast to
most Eastern students is quite expensive,
and would - have to be a long-term com·
mitment by the AB.
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Cease�fire declared after week-long invasion
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TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) IsraeJ·unleashed a fierce artil
lery barrage on a last Pales
tinian stronghold near the
Litani River Tuesday and then
declared a cease-fire in the
drive that gained it control of
nearly all of southern Lebanon
in a week of fighting.
But the Palestine Liberation
Organization said· Israel's uni

lateral decision to stop the

fighting was "not enough."
Observers from Sidon, Leb
anon, provincial capital of the
south; said that three hours

after the cease-fire was an
nounced all seemed quiet
except for an isolated report of
machine gun fire near the
Litani River bridge on the
coastal road.
·

Israel controlled an area up
to the Litani River, 1 8 miles

north of the border, excluding

the port city of Tyre.
The line extends east along
the river from the Mediter

ranean for about 17 miles and
then . curves north with the

river to the village of Hasbaya,
about 12 miles from the Israeli

border,
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Carter was expected to
press Begin for a withdrawal
from southern Lebanon and

concessions in the peace talks
with Egypt.
"The minister of defense
has instructed the . chief of
general staff to effect a cease-

fire along the entire front in

Lebanon as of 1 800 hours
today;" the brief announce
ment issued by a military
spokesperson said.

"Israel's declaration of a
cease-fire is not enough,"

Mahmoud Labadi, official PLO
Lebanon,
in
spokesperson
said. "What is needed is an
unconditional total withdrawal
by Israel ." .

Instructor given $1,_000
for doctoral achievement

Jayne Ozier of the Economics .
Department has been awarded to the
Florida State University Ruth-Connor
Award given annually to FSU doctoral
student in child development at the
dissertation level.
The $1,000 award is given to doc
toral students who have finished their
preliminary
and
w ork
course
examinations, Ozier said.
academic
and
. "P r ofessional
achievement in the field of child
development" were the main con
siderations used in determining the
winner of the award.
Ozier added that she was "honored
Jayne Ozier
and pleased to win the award,
She added that she hopes to com
The award was presented March 3,
plete her doctorate with FSU "some 1978,
at the College of H ome
time in 1978."
_Education Alumni Day atF�O.
·
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(1 0 a.m. CST) came as Prime
Minister Menachem Begin
began his talks with President
Carter in Washington.
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Strungout

·

As spring break draws near, sophomores Beth Biegel and Keith Potts prepare
for their vacation by flying a kit€! Tuesday on the Taylor. Hall tennis courts.
(News photo by Craig Stockel)

in nebach

[ .

Dlinois Business Education Association (IBEA).
Elliott, who served as vice president
cl. the IBEA last year, was installed as
head of the" 1 ,235-member organi- ,
zation at the convention of the Illinois
Vocational Association (IVA) in Chi-

cago.

The IBEA has been an affiliate

cH. the IVA since 1936.

The IBEA is a statewide organiza
tion which provides professional ser

vices to teachers throughout the state.
As president, some of Elliott's responsibilities will be to preside at
board meetings and conventions, ap
point committees, and coordinate the
p.Iblication of a curriculum guide in
rosiness ed.ucation.

The Fellowship_ of Christia� Athletes would lik� to thank
the following who �elped ma.he the FCA High School
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Fellowship Day a great success:

WED.· SpeCial$1.19

Open ll·a.m. - lOp.m ...
Sundays Open 2 p.m.

•Res. U.S. Pat. Off.; Am. 0.0. Corp.
(c) Copyright 1975 Am. O.Q. Corp.

Aaron's Hair Care Salon
Bayles Medder Clothiers
Charleston National Bank
Charleston Christian Supply
Charleston True Value Hardware
Coles County National Bank
Columbian Savings &'Loan Assn.
Covalt Drug Store
Craigs Corner
Dales

Dale Bay!es on Campus
Everett & Thomas
Fife's Cafe
Four Seasons Insulation
·Good News Restaurant
Grose Incorporated
lnyart's Shoe Store
Montgomery Ward
Old Main Marathon
Owl Drug Co.
·

.

·

A & B Pantry
Tinkley Bell Music
E.1.U.
Lynn Strietzel
Bob Avery
Dr. Dennis Aten
Don Eddy
Dr. Tom Woodall
All those who
supported the
FCA paperdrive

.

And most of all, we thank God for blessing us with a great day!
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Victor Vitanza .receives
national hvrnanities grant
by Bernie Frey

,

.

Victor Vitanza of the En�sh
Department has. been awarded a
National
Endowment
for
the
Humanities Fellowship in Residence
for University Teachers for the 1978-79
academic year.
Vitanza said Tuesday that, under the
grant, he will study with Richard
Young, "a noted rhetorician," at
Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburg, Pa.
While at Carnegie-Mellon, Vitanza
will participate i n a seminar entitled
" Rhetorical
I nvention
and
the
Composing Process, ' ' and will begin
work on a book on rhetoric tentatively
entitled
"A General Theory of
Discourse Analysis and the Composing

Ar�

Process, ' ' Vitanza said.
.
He said his book, which is his
feHowship project, will also include ..a
couple of papers which I have
presented at national meetings."
To receive the government grant,
Vitanza said he had to "write about a
I 0 page proposal of the project you
want to work on. "
.
"You also have to sort of sell
yourself to them ... tell them what
you've done," Vitanza said. "It's like
. applying to a university. "
;
Vitanza will_ not be classified as a
student at Carnegie-Mellon, but ·is
going there ' 'because Richard Young is
there," he said.
His reason for seekinf, the gr�.
11
wufora ·�
Vitanza
said,
·
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Campus pond?

,
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Warmer temperatures recently melted this winter's snow accumulation,
creating sizeable puddles throughout campus. With "ponds" such as this one,
students can no longer take shortcuts through campus. (News photo by Craig
Stockel)

AHA to spon·sor
bus.excursion
.

.

on 'mystery' run
The Residence Hall Association is
sponsoring an all-day "mystery bus
ride" .at 8 a.m. April 8, Dave Heiman,
head of RHA Programming Com
mittee, said Tuesday.
Heiman said the bus would stay
within a 200 mile radius of campus and
that it would return "around 11:30
p.m. that evening."
The price for the activity is $16.25,
and includes a box lunch and dinner
'
. plus the cost for any activity involved,
Heiman said.
·

Breakfast for those going on the trip
will be served in their respective
residence halls at 7:20 a.m., Heiman
said.
The deadline to register for the trip is
April 5, Heiman said. Students can
register at the housing office.
Heiman added that a minimum of 40
students is needed for the bus ride.
A. 6()-person limit has been set for
the ride.

D epartm ental Clubs�
Campus Organi�ations:
Do you have an activity or
'
event coming up?
If so, let us know at
the Eastern News.

CaU us at 581-2812.
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TheNavyS
Nuclear Power
Program.

Not everybody
can get into it.
This year, we will choose a select
number of top college graduates
fo� our Nuclear Power Program.
And naturally, we want to give
every qualified man a fair chance
of being considered. So, we urge
you-to act quickly.
·
The first thing you should know about the Navy's Nuclear Power
Program is that it is probably the
most comprehensive training
available in the nuclear field.
It is also the most rigorous.
It's got to be. The majority of
our country's nuclear reactors are
operated by Navymen. And since
we expect you to begin work as
quickly as possible, it is an accel
erated program.
The hours are long. The course
difficult.
What's more, in order to qualify,
·

you must have a solid background
in engineering, math or physics.
And have what it takes to be an ·
officer in the U.S. Navy.
You must also be a man with a
unique sense of dedication. For,
once you have completed our pro
gram, you could be in charge of the
supervision, operation·and mainte
nance of a division of the reactor
plant on one of our nuclear
powered ships 9r submari!les.
You've studied and you've
worked. Now make it all mean
something. Find out more about
the Navy's Nuclear Power Program
from our Officer Programs Officer
when he visits your campus. ·
·

.

.

For further information see
'your placement office, or call us
collect at: (314)-268-2505.

The Nuclear Navy.·

byJobn Plev
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A rea min ers cop e - with strike pinch
by John Plevka
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NEWMAN-Many
coal
.miners in this s.mall Douglas
County_ town take daily refuge
in the town pool hall as a form
of therapy for the strain on
finances and morale inflicted
by the nation's longest coal
strike.
As the coal strike enters its
1 06th
day,
many
Mid
westerners easily associate· the
situation
with
far-away
Appalachian states, and forget
that idle miners also ·populate
many central states, including
. Illinois.
One of the ·closest mining
operations is near Newman,
about 30 miles north of
Charleston, where about 700
United Mine Workers (UMW)
scattered throughout · Douglas
County patiently wait to get
back to the mines and for the
paychecks to resume.
For many Newman miners
the trip to the pool hall is as
much of a daily routine as
were the · trips down to the
mines prior to Dec. 6, when
the marathon strike began.
Once in t!ie smoke-filled
hall most miners sit around,
sip soda pop, shoot a game of
snooker
a n-d
trade
stories-many of which are
tough.
"lt's really hard, " one
miner explained. "My. wife
and I have had to borrow
money from the bank and our
grandparents to keep going
and get the bills paid.�'
• 'Our union local does not
have a strike fund, so there's
absolutely no income coming
in," miner Gary Gordon· said,
adding, "We're just kind of
setting high and dry until we
get a contract."
Gordon, a six year veteran
of the mines, said_ he .and his
friends "never. thought the
strike would be this long" and
were caught financially by
surprise.
Gordon, who is a part-time
sign painter, explained that
" everybody's
trying
to
moonlight a little bit, like·
shoveling snow,-which it's
been a good year for-but it
doesn't amount to much."
Gordon's
pool
shooting
partner and fellow miner
David. Lesco explained his
plight:
"I've got one kid and
another on the way. I mean
It's really rough taking your
wife to the doctor for a check
up and not having money· to
pay him with.. It's really been
rough. " .
·
.
Both Lesco and Gordon are
young, and they agree that the
financial strain of the strike
has been particularly severe on
the young miner.
" It's really been sad for
most young guys who are
making
house
payments;
unlike some of the older
miners who have their homes
paid for and have some money
_

·

Miner Ben Felkner

·

laid · back to maneuver on,"
Gordon said.
One
older
miner,
Ben
Felkner, is a veteran of several
strikes and he agrees .with .
Gordon's assessment.
"I really feel sorry for the
younger men who are just
starting a family and · so
forth, " Felkner said.
.
Felkner said he has not had
to borrow money as many of
the young miners have, and .to
him the strike has been like an
extended vacation.
However, without a contract, the miners do not have
any health benefits, and this
worries all of the Newman
miners.
"Our family's been real
lucky that we haven't had any ·
sickness during the strike,"
Felkner's wife said.
"You- really have to feel
sorry for these young men
whose wives are having babies
because this really creates a lot
of (financial) trouble," she
added.
The miners are not the only
Newman residents · feeling the
financial pinch of the strike. ·
·

·

·

In a town of 1,000 whose ·
economy is partially based on
the mining operation, Gordon ·
said, ' 'Many of the businesses
have really been hurting."
Louis Woods, owner and
operator of Woods North Side
Grocery, s�id that business has
"'slacked off considerably. "
" I don't know for sure how
much it (business) is down this
time, ·but it has been a lot
worse than any other strike I
· can remember," Woods -said,
adding that many mining
families are restricting their
purchases to ' 'the necessities. ' '
Woods, like other · mer
chants in this town, has been
" real good" about allowing
mining families to buy on
credit, Gordon said.
"There hasn't been any
problem
with
the
credit
situation, "
Woods
said.
"They haven't been able to
pay nie yet, but they'll settle. up when they get back to
work. I'm sure of it. "
In
addition
to
the
pocketbook blues� the idle
miners are finding that cabin
fever sets in hard after staying
out of the mines for over a
quarter of a year.
All of the miners contacted
agreed that despite the length
of the strike, they are doing
the right thing.
" Mining is hazardous and
dangerous
work, ' '
mine
electrician Rocky Coffy said.
"We've been out some 1 00
days now and it's getting old,
but I feel that if my son
decides he wants to go into
Armed with pool cue rather than mining tool, UMW member
mining 20 years from now he
will have the benefits of what Mike Thompson passes another one of the more than 1 00
I'm fighting for today," Coffy days he has been on strike at the Newman pool hall. (News
added.
photo by Joh n Plevka)
·

·

.-

·

·

·

While miners while away the hours at the pool hall, this
Zeigler mine stands gauntly as the UMW an d the. soft coal
industry try to come to an agreement, som ething they have not

been able to do for more than three months. (News photo by
John Ple.vka).
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Mclaughlan looks for ward to fine golf season

.
By Brad Patterson
The Eastern golf · team opened the
spring half of its schedule Monday,
and coach Mike Mclaughlan is optimistic about his linksters' chances.
"If we can achieve some level of
consistency this spring, and play up to
our potential, we should get an NCAA
Tournament bid , " Mclaughlan said.
The Panthers finished the fall
schedule with a 6th place overall finish
in the Illinois Intercollegiate, but
finished in second place behind Westem in the Division II level.
Eastern also finished second behind
Western at the 'North Central College
Invitational, and took sixth at both the
Illinois State and · Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville Fall lnvita-tionals.
. . I was satisfied with our play in the

fall, " McClaughlan commented:.. "But
I feel that our players are capable of
playing better. "
The golfers opened Monday at Padre
Island, Tex . , where they will compete
in the q-utf Coast Intercollegiate Golf
Classic, a four-day event.
A practice round was scheduled for
Monday, with play commencing on
Tuesday, and continuing through Friday.
.
Approximately 20 teams will be
entered in the event, among them Troy
State (Ala.), the defending Division II
champions, and the University of
Arkansas.
Eastern will be sending two teams
for the tournament, in order to give as
many players as possible � chance to
play.
".We haven't been outside at all, "
·

·

·

_

Mclaughlan said, " and we need to get Jim Coleman, a _ti-ansfer from Olney
some playing in. Some of the guys Central College, who managed a 77. 7
have been running on their own, and a average in the fall.
few have been hitting some inside, but
Three more juniors round out the
that is it."
top five, Robin Weger (Decatur Eisen
Mclaughlan plans to field a,team of hower), Kenne Ludwig (McHenry), a
six, and a team of five, to play at Padre transfer from New Mexico Military,
Island, but isn't sure who will play
and Scott Meese (Oblong), a transfer
where.
from Lincoln Trail College.
' 'That practice round will determine
' 'These guys played very well in tl;ie
who will be playing where, " �cfall,
but there are some other players
Laughlan said. "Everyone is pretty
well equal at this stage, and I'll just who could move into the top posi
tions, " Mclaughlan said.
have to see who is hot at the time . "
Junior Doug Sandell (Arlington
Mclaughlan will choose from 1 1
players on the team, none of whom are Heights), a co-captain along with
Weger, Steve Spitler (Champaign
senior's.
Junior Tom Richey (Country Club Centennial) also a junior, and sopho
Hills) ended the fall season with the more Marty Robinson (Decatur St.
best average, 77.3 strokes per round. Teresa) stand the best chance of
Following Richey closely was junior moving up, according to Mclaughlan.

I AI AW nationals hig hlig ht badminton season
.

·

before falling to the duo · of Donna
Eastern's badminton team demon- . Dietrich and Theresa McCarty of San
strated their full team potential this
Diego State, the number four seeded
season by sweeping the IAIAW state
team, 15-7 and 15-1 1 .
Overall the
championships and by finishing secombO compiled a 23-2 slate on the
cond in the national championships.
year.
" I knew we · had potential l!t the
In addition to Stupek and Metzger,
beginning of the season to take the
Hussey commented that all of his
state mee_t and to do well in the
shuttlebirds played very well and
nationals, ' ' said head coach Bob
'Hussey. "And we showed it when we
competed and did well in those
meets . "
. .
Hussey pinpointed the second place
. finish at the IAIAW national meet as
the highlight of the season.
"All of our four singles entries
(Mary Stupek, Kay Meztger, Kathy
Hussey and Dawn Brown), competed
extremely �ell against the top players
in the country. . The fact that we won
games off these players was extremely
satisfying. "
One of the Panther's most impress
ive wins came in its first season meet
with Southern Illinois University-Car
bondale. Eastern swamped the Salu
kis 140-4, losing only one match in the
process.
"I was very much surprised with
that final team score. I knew we could
win, but it was at that point that we
realized we could have a very success
ful season, " said Hussey.
One of the players that Hussey llad
high hopes for at the start . of the
badminton schedule was senior Mary
'Stupek, who · completed the season
with a 24-2 record. Stupek' s consis·
tent season play was highlighted with
a state singles championship in F�b
ruary. Her triumph came by defeating
Illinois State's Sherrie Friedman in the
final 1 1-3, 2-1 1 and 1 1 -3 .
Though she did not fare as well in
the nationals as in the state meet,
Stupek survived through the quarter
She was eliminated by the
finals.
meet's number · two seed, Monica
Ortez of Arizona State, 5-1 1 , 1 1 -2 and

by Julie Penne

·

·

1 1 -6.

·

Adding to her singles crown, Stupek
teamed with junior Kay Metzger to
become the state doubles champions.
The pair overcame Nancy - Stark and
Monica Malone of Illinois State 15-1
and 15-5 for the title.
.
At the national tourney, Stupek and
Metzger came through the third round
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improyed · a great deal throughout the
season.

"I am extremely pleased with the
play exhibited by the whole team
during the whole season , " he said.
Individually, Stupek has . the best
record with 24-2 mark, followed by
Judi White 20-2, Metzger 19-6 and

Kathy Hussey at 16-5.
The Panthers will be losing four of
its top six players next year. Leaving
the team will be seniors . Stupek,
Metzger, Kathy Hussey, and Dawn
Brown and Rose Hodel. In addition-to
the seniors, freshman Marina Jennings will .be transferring to pharmacy
school.
-
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There was no 'love' shown by
Eastem's men's tennis team against

Millikin University Monday

as the

Panther netters down Millikin 7-2.
"This was a good win for us, " coach

Dutch Gossett said. "A big win like

this really help; 1he Payers' considence."

playing first doubles,

lost to Lyle

Grimm and Jay Julian 6-4, 7-5 in · a

rell in tbe

vecy close match.

ter players
top poi!;i-

Brad

Siler

mer downed Grimm 6-2, 6-4 with an
impressive array of passing shots and
volleys.
.

Doubles action was played first in
the fieldhouse with the singles competition following.
Glen Kommer and Brad Hatfield,

second . doubles

teamed up with Pete Manuel to down
Jim Barencamp and Jim Roth 6-2, 6-2.
The third team of Brad Patterson and
Rick Haden also won by defeating Jim
Trainer and Tom Griffith 6-4, 7-S.
In singles action first singles Kom-

At second singles, Siler was defeat-

·

ed in· a squeaker by Julian 1-6, 6-3,
7-6. Siler held two match points in the

final set before he 'gave it away'.
"I played a good first set, but I

•••r•r• • • ••

�

missed a couple of easy shots in the
third set and lost it, " Siler said.
Third singles player Haden downed
Griffith 7-6, 7-6 and Manuel, at fourth
singles, beat Barencamp 2�6. 6-1 , 6-1 .
Manuel said, "I started out slow but

then I got going and played fairly well

after the first set."
Patterson cruised past Trainer by
allowing him only four games in his
6-2, 6-2 win.
Rounding out the singles action was
•

senior Mike Pence at sixth singles.

Pence defeated Roth 6-2, 6-3 and thus
ended the singles in a rout.
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Eddy: ch_a n ces slim for Georgia coaching job
�onference down in Missouri. I said if I
was oftered the job I would take it.
What I meant is that if offered the job I
would have to consider going down
. there. "
Georgia's Athletic Director Joel
Eaves said Tuesday afternoon in a
telephone conversation Eddy was
mentioned in the first meeting of the
selection committee to find a new
"I said a stupid thing at the press coach, but he would decline any

by Rudy Ruettfger

Head coach Don Eddy said he is a
million in one chance to be offered the
he�d coaching job at the Univer�ity of
Georgia.
"They have a stack of applicants for
the job. Everybody is applying for it, ' '
Eddy said. " I a m not trying to get out
of here. This is a great situation and
we have a real good ball dub . "

further comment on Eddy's personal
chances of capturing the job.

"I can't give an answer, " he said.
"Coach Eddy is among consideration
because his name was brough't up in
the committe e's first meeting. "
Eddy said he talked to Eaves when
he heard the Georgia job was open and
said he sent in his application for tre job.
Eaves said Georgia is not neces-

Bulle ts, Bulls after him

R h·o des �· shot at ·N BA in.c reases

Former Eastern basketball star Rich
·
Rhodes has been offered a contract for
next season with the NBA Washington
Bullets, Head Coach Don Eddy said.
Rhodes has been trying out with the

Lantz to close
The Lantz fieldhouse and racquet
ball courts will be open Wednesday
during the day only and Thursday the
Lantz building · will close at S p m . ,
intramural director David Dutter an

nounced.
During spring break the pool and
the weightroom will· be closed .

Bullets for the past month.
Rhodes will also have some negoti
ating power when talking contract
terms with the Bullets because the
Chicago Bulls are very: much inter
ested in the high leaping guard.
Eddy said Jerry Sloan, Bulls' assist
ant coach, phoned him Tuesday to tell
him the Bulls were going to offer a
contract for next year to Rhodes, who

Rhodes to the B ulls ' summer league
·
camp for another look if Washington
let him go. Ute Bulls drafted Rhodes
in the eighth round in 1976.
The NBA has set up the camp for
any team to compete against each
other with their rookies, draftees and
players who need additional playing
time.
.
.
"Rhodes has all the ingredients the
is a free agent.
pros are looking for," Eddy said. " His
In an interview. earlier in the year, chances are good to make it with either
Sloan expressed interest in Rhodes if team but he is not definitely in the
the Bullets did not sign him.
NBA because he does not have a
Sloan said he would definitely ask no-cut contract. "
·

.

sarily looking for a Division I coach.
"Division II has some tough
tutions and Eastern plays strong
institutions in Division II,' ' the athletic
director said .
Tiie Georgia committee has

tacted and brought only one candidate
to Georgia for the job so far. His name
could not be revealed because Eaves
said "his (the candid�te's)
sition at
his present school should be pro
tected . ' �
There has not been a timetable set
for when the list of candidates will be
narrowed down and revealed to the
pres � Eaves said.

insti

·
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TEXTBOOK LIBRARY NOTES
Textbook sales for Spring Semester

REGENC'i

are over! The sales period was from

renting for

February 1 to Marcil-' 1 7 . All books,

Check out 1

not purchased during the sales period

9 1 05.

must be returned at the end of the
semester.
The deadline for returning Spring

SUMMER·
apt. on 4th l

Semester books will be 4:30 P.M.,

and trash in�

Monday, May 15, 1 9 78. Books that
are not returned will become unclear

Furnished

after this date and time.

campus. �

No holdovers will be authorized for

Spring Semester.

HOUSE

Richard L. Sandefer

campus,

Manager, Textbook Library
SPECIAL EDUCATION
MAJORS
· S p e cial

E d u c at i o n

reasonable.

majors

· scheduled for student teaching Fall,
197 9

and S
. pring,

requests
center

for

1980,

pick up

off-campus

assignments in

·3 bedroo�

teaching

to wall carp

Room 224,

large

Buzzard Education Building, Dr. Carol

Helwig.

·

·

kitch

· available im1
After 5 call �

Carol Helwig
Associate Professor

PRE-REGISTRATION
ADVISEMENT CENTER
Students assigned to the Ad·
visement Center who have not pre
registered for. Summer and/or Fall
terms are urged to make their ap·
pointment. The last day to pre-register
will be

Friday,

14

April.

Your ap·

Phone

Calls for

pointment ·to

pre-register

Appointment

Dates

made

in

person.

must be

Will

NOT

, ...

•••f

classii
best VI
large r
You r

be

Accepted.
Students assigned to the Center are

reminded

that

the

re gistration

materials will be in the Center at the

time of your appointment. Do NOT

day fJV

attempt to pick up materials at the
Union Ballroom .
C.B. Campbell
Director, Academic Advisement
STUDENT BORROWERS
ALL

lt'.�I�i;tft?1t+i�11
I BUYONE RGAST •EF. · fl
I GDA BIG DEWXE .FREE.
•1
1
I

cla;;;;;;,;® cl� :::::,�•t•' 111
.
oce

<><de,;ng.
Good at all po<t;c;poting Hadee·,. Pleme p<e.,nt th ;, coupon bef
One coupon per customer, please. Customer must pay any sales tax.
ony
po n n
T h;

rn�

n

315 Lincoln

Olarleston

�

;:;l

•
._
- ---------- -- - _

-

ST UDENTS

who

have

borrowed funds under the National
Direct

Student

Loan

Program

·

500 fc
and
tt all c
deal !

and

Eastern student loan fund programs

are required.to report to the Office of

Financial Aids for a Terminal Interview

before

G R A D U ATING ,

TRAN·

SFERRING to another institution, OR
O T H E R WI S E

T E R M I NATING

enrollment at Eastern during or near
the end of Spring Semester, 1 978.
This

does

not

apply

to

those

students who have borrowed under
the Illinois Guarant&ed Loan Program.
Borrowers

Guaranteed

under

Loan

the

Program

Illinois
should

check out with the lending institution .

Students may call 581 -37 1 5 and
arrange

an appointment

Nancy Compton.

with

Miss

Nancy L:. Compton

''DO IT YC
AD TO RE

Collection Specialist

ISSC STUDENTS
There will be NO payments by ISSC
for Summer 19 78.
Sue Sparks
Director of Financial Aids

AD TO ST

Sports

Classifieds

.ould

be

pro-

a timetable set
1
ididates will be
I
;evealed to the

Help Wanted
Waitresses

®·

������

Waitresses
needed
Muchachos
Restaurant. One full time and one part
time morning. Excellent pay. Apply in

person. 1 4 1 1 East Street:

2
����·2
���

Photography studio . needs fuU-time
secretary to work on campus. 9 a.m . 6 p . m . . April 1 7-20, 24-29. Duties

Warbler editor or adviser.

00

For Rent

Y NOTES

ring Semester
·iod was from

i. All books, .

sales period
ie end of the

e

urning Spring
4:30 P . M . ,

B . Books that

'come unclear
authorized for
d L. Sandefer

ktbook Library

f.TION
on
majors
teaching Fall,
180, pick up

teaching
Room 2 2 4 ,
ling, Dr. Carol
)US

Carol Helwig
iate Professor

the

Ad-

1ave not pre
and/or Fall

f

ake their ap
to pre-register
M"il. Your ap1ter must be
lne Calls for
1-'ill

REGENCY
APARTMENTS
now
renting for SUMMER and FALL.
Check out our summer rates.
9 1 05 .

NOT

be

the Center are
registration
Center at the
'ent. Do NOT
1terials at the

C.B. Campbell

�c Advisement

OWERS

who
have
the National

345-

Female roommate wanted . . Own
Call 345-

bedroom, $60 monthly.
4342.

----����--·00
Have your own bedroom .

SUMMER-2

bedroon:i

-------00

Two, three, and four bedroom
furnished apartments in Charleston.
Excellen,t condition. For rent for fall or
After 5
summer.
Call 345-208 8.
p.m., call 345-6748 or 348-8269.

---�----�·00

2-3
For Rent for Summer :
Bedroom, Air Conditioned House.

Excellent Location - Less than 1 /2

Block from Union. Person renting for
Summer will have First Shot at Renting
House for Fall. 345-9660.

_...:.________....__
.. __22
PRIVATE & DOUBLE rooms for girls

for summer or fall call 345-2088.
After 5 call 345-67 48 cir 348-8269.

-----'�----00

' .

00

Furnished two bedroom apts. Near
campus. Summer. 345- 2 7 7 7 ..

....�
.. �00

For sale: 1 969 Honda 350 in
storage 7 years, low mileage. Clean,
$325 or best offer. Call Jerry, 34887 2 5 .

.

�
�
-""
�
--�

HOUSE
FOR
SUMMER
near
clean ,
furnished,
campus ,
reasonable. Phone 345·24 1 6 .

......:.:.22

Chevelle Malibu.
power brakes, air

conditioned, 307 Cl V-8 engine. 4
door sedan. Call 345-2542 .

--�------__,,._2

For Rent

Craig 8-track and Panasonic Quad
set for sale - 345-906 7 .

3 bedroom furnished apartment wall
to wall carpeting, fonmal dining room ,
large kitchen, washer .and dryer,

- · available immediately. Call 345-2088.
After 5 call 345-6748 or 348-8269.

oo

_
.
_
_

���-�3
�---�-�0

Wanted

----2
----� .2

· wanted: One female needed for
apartment, $75. March and May rent
paid. Call 345-4730.

�-'-��-2
-- 2

.

Linda, Have fun when you go to the
OZARKS. RT

Any and all typing, call Vicki 3488022 or Evelyn 345-6831 .

Burckski: Have you been hugged

lately?
.

day bv 9,D) students,

Widest variety, lowest prices.

22
1 51 4 1 0th St.

---'"-�-'-wf
-��...__;_.�•m

Dear
Grandpa:
" How's
Coun;
try1ime. " 3rd South Grandsons.
•

J

Program and
und programs
the Office of

ninal Interview
llG ,
TRAN

....--... --��-----��-· 22
Buy your carry out beer, liquor &

2

wine at Bob's Package. Everyday low
prices.

Saturday with powdered sugar! ! Love ,

the Bachelorettes.

Pizza Oven, 345-2324.
delivery-take out.

�

,

-, �

�.;_..�00
��---

Margaret, Thanks for always being

2

••

Steiner, "You Dog" thanks for the
terrific weekend ! Love, Pat, Robin,
Ann, Penny, Vanessa and Becky.
'

·

Nancy.
.

equipment furn. indoors riding arena.
Horses boarded. Rt. 2 Mattoon.

22

Sig Pi on your
basketball cham
the best! Love,

���----�- 22

Female, age 2 5 , wishes some male
pen pals. Write: Sandy Marshall, 807

To Kathy Thomas: Remember our
"Spring Break" in Springfield forever.
Thanks for being you. From: A friend
of cousin Chuck.
·

Mark and

Judy:

2

C�ngratulations!

case
of
an
assault.
Charleston-345-2 1 62,
235-4 1 79.

.__,
,___
....
_
..._
_
_
_.. 2
�

Make Gateway Liquors your party
center-kegs available at all timesfast courteous service-<:lose
to

Congratulations

making

00

·'

·"

Lost:

Brown

purse

..

,

'

•

in

2

Student

· Services Bldg. Call Cathy, 345-6406.
.

03

Lost Sat. night near Sporty's-1 pr.

Silver frame glasses. 345-4281 .

.

03

Lost: Near Stevenson. wire frame
glasses, call 581 -2309. Reward.

· ����---..._..._�03
��

Stolen outside Tri-Sig house 3/1 5:
Purse, ID's, dorm keys, pictures of
sentimental value . PLEASE return
ID's, pictures, ·keys to mailbox 508
Lawson, no questions asked.

-

2

LOST: Pair of dark blue ARIS ski

gloves with white and
stripes. Call 581 -5685.

light

blue

.

2

Found: Watch in 304 Lantz . 2 2 1 5 .

---'--�-- 5
'-'-0

Phone:

Miss

Audrey

D.

Black

EIU

22

for

&

--------�- 22

,22

Robin McBobbin, We don't care
what everyone else ·says about you,
we think you're O . K . Happy 23rd.

This
could
have
been
your
classified ad. · To find out how, call
Marty at 58 1 -28 1 2."

.:...--����-- 2"
--.2

Experienced typist will type for you,
fast and efficient. 345-7 755.

Elifida, Contrary, Tuddy.

�mwt

_
_
_
_
_

The WILD AND CRAZY FLORIDA

CONVOY
morning!

heads

south

Thursday

���----�-�-�-22

Congratulations Soror, April.
deserve the best. Soror Karen.

You

We have
the �ey to
extra
money

• • •

Who couldn 't use a few
extra bucks ?
Sell through the

�

Classified Ads!

East e rn N e ws \

-------�- 22

lf57EJI, NBllSfqXJM,
11/fEN'RE YOU GOIN&
7lJ 6E7' AS51GNW 70
/IUYllKJ(J()6/($ 50

N(JT 7Hl511/t:eK, JD4Nle.
I Jf}ST Pll/J.EO {,(J(f1E
HOI& "TRAVEL IETA!l .
G(JCSS II/HY.

""'. = C4/I/ WllRM ?
. - . �C&
.
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TAl<E ME
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s;.-�
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institution, OR
R M I NATIN G
juring or near

I

Mattoon-

congratulations
to . both
Dana
Daveµort & Audrey D. for becoming
.
RA'S.·•

_
_
_
_
_
__;
_
_
_
_

••

�

_

Found : 2 sets of keys in Regency
parking lot. 345-9 1 05 from 1 -5 p .m .

twf

that's all! Happy 20th! Love, Alpha
Garn.

(800) 325-4867
°' w. wour tr- _..,
(!} UnalJavel c:i-ters

ity

Bones. Have a good birthday Friday
and a g ood vacation. JC and Goober.

Delta Bones-I love S.A. , satisfied?
I hope you get a fantastic tan , and

'\

I

Lonely, Need help?
Call the
combined Help Line, Rape Line.
Volunteers take calls daily, 3 p . m .
until i a.m. Trained women . offer
personal contact and assistance in

Hope the future holds all the best of

J0.4NIC, I
CAN'T 7ALJ<
NOW, I'M..

Nall5 /?fXJM,
l<EfJFERN
�!

I

____22
__

life for you. Dave

Aea.,,,•tlona

.-.

Clay, Apartment 4, LaPorte, Indiana
46350.

22

'

Fast

00
.
Everyone can learn to nde a horse
at Mar-!Say stables. For beg . , intermediate & advanced lessons call
234-3481 or 235- 1 443. Horses &

there. Love, Sylvester.

C•ll toll lrM:
Gu.rentMd

..

Found: Car key by Taylor Hall. Call
58 1 -28 1 2 to ident .

�

. Donna Donna-Nervous now that
the big fling is over? We'll be there

DOONESBURY

· i t all ads up to a good
dea l !

Tom-Art-Steve : How about those

2 blue coats . that walked out of
Mother's Saturday nite? Call Corky-:345-4928.

a

'

Weekdays 3

�-�������-()()

I'll miss you! Be tough ! I love you,

Audrey.

348-85 5 1 .

·oo
We care.

.;__

Nonm: Quothe the Raven,
·
"Neverscore. " 4D Strikes Again.

500 facu lty members
and Em staff rmrhn

Birthright.
till 8 .

Rick, GoOdluck on your spri g trip!

Dear

Plant Orphanage.

Pregnant? Talk to us.

n

�

l

�
-

classi fied ads are the
best way to reach a
large matket cheapl y.
You r ad is read each

. ..

�2

Ann9uncements

........ ··-·

. . .. ..

Lost and Found

Announcements

---�-----mwf

58 1 -

.. ..

Announcements

campus.

Wanted to Rent: Faculty member
would care for home, yard , garden
over summer for reduced rent.
30 1 9 or 345-2688.

ltoll
odds .up!
.

Bronze 1 97 1
Power steering,

22

I ;;;J ' v

its first insertion.

Congratulations
fraternity league
pionship. You're

For Sale

furnished

apt. on 4th 1?t. Air conditioned, water
and trash included. Call 345-97 49.

1 male

needed till summer. 4 bedroom, 2bath house. 345-37 1 4.

--��-��--��00·

.,..,...

ITION
ENTER

of

school. Apply now in person , Ted's
Warehouse.

••

to

remainder

semester, spring break, & summer

include typing information cards and
filing. Inquire at 58.f-28 1 4. Ask for

ial

e

for

For Rent

IYIOI v i I &... &... '

Please report classified ad errors immediately at 581 28 1 2 . A correct ad will appear in the next edition. Unless .
notified, we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after

Classified Ads

•sion I coach.
e tough insti
plays strong
, " the athletic
•ttee has conone candidate
p far. His name
because Eaves
re's) position at

11::: ;:, uay '

v.v t:: U I

YO(} 6(JT

6/?EllT .
tu4V�?

MY 60/J,
YOU MCAN,
IT'S AU.
tMR. 10WN?

� (

ster, 1 978.

i>ly to those
lrrowed under
Loan Program .
the
Illinois
)gram

should

ng institution.
t8 1 -37 1 5 and
mt with Miss
cy l.:. Compton
;tion Specialist

cos·,- PER DAY:

''DO IT YOURSELF" CLASSIFIED AD
AD TO READ

�---�----�-

_
_
_
_
_
_

NAME:

NTS

ments by ISSC

PHONE:

-'-��---

.....

ADDRESS:

Sue Sparks

Financial Aids

50 cents for 1 0 words or less, $1 for 1 1 -20 words. Students get 50 per cent·
discount after first day, if paid in advance. All ads under $2 MUST be paid in
advance. Name and phone number a,re required for office purposes.

AD TO START

AND RUN-FOR �·

·

tis"'s 'l'din'.dfrI: a"'{n'.tt"'s"'·�e · ·�

Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Eastern News box in Union or
bring to News office in Student Services Building by noon the day before it is to
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So ut h e rn tri p to test b ase bal l team

already, ' ' McDevitt said.
lately and my back's doing fine right
Pitching is the number one problem now. I'm ready to go," the southpaw
Eastern• s baseball Panthers will use
for the Panthers this season with just added.
a 14-game schedule down south be
two experienced hurlers back from last
McDevitt also commented on his
ginning Thursday to test team depth
seasons 23-23 record.
and determine the pitching potential,
young, unexperien_ced pitchers saying
Tom Ozga and Rick Furmanski both they will be looked at during the trip
head coach Tom McDevitt· said.
saw action against the University of south.
The Panthers southern trip includes
Evansville and are the only two
"Pat (Huff) is adequate for a
games with Western Kentucky, their
returnees that McDevitt knows are top freshman. Only time is going to tell us
first opponent,
Austin Peay, Ten.
\
performers.
nessee Tech, Middle Tennessee and
what he can do for us, • ' McDevitt said.
"Ozga is a fine pitcher and threw a
Bellarmine arid also includes five
McD�vitt said he would probably_
great game last week against Evans start Ozga and Huff Thursday with
consecutive doubleheaders.
ville, " the coach commented. "Fur Ken · Westray, another freshman, · on
Although McDevitt is unaware of
.
manski of course, is very experienced Friday.
the opponents' personnel he .did say
but is untested right now since his
the southern trip will feature top
The rest of the Panther lineup would
back injury (last season)."
.
.
competition
"Rick (Furmanski) is very smart and remain the same as last week if all
"We don't know anything about
uses his head. But if he's ready at full · goes right.
these teams, but like all the teams
Rick Doss, Jeff Gossett, Dennis
strength is uncertain, ' '· McDevitt ·said.
down' south, they'll be that far ahead
Conley
and Gordon Smith comprise
Furmanski had not thrown prior to
of us, " the head mentor said.· "Most
the
infield
from third to first with Mike
the
game
with
Evan
le
because
of
of the southern teams have. already
rt
Nichols,
Paul
Franson and Pat Rooney
his
back
injury.
Against
Evansville·
he
played a considerable amount of
Tim West slugged two homeruns in
in left, c�nter and right field respeconly
pitched
one
inning,
but
the
juniOr
games while we haven 't even been out E a s t e r n ' s
s e a s o n - o p e n in g
tively.
lefthander said he is ready to go.
consistently."
.
·doubleheader against Evansville.
Tim West will handle the chores
"It's complicated to explain, but it's
"That is definitely a big advantage
behind
the plate.
for them. They have played games on said will still have an advantage over basically a· flexibility pr�blem in my
McDevitt
said lefthanded first
lower back," Furmanslri- explained. " I
southern trips while we have just two the Panthers.
baseman
Ken
Saxe will be out about
rested
i
t
all
summer
and
I've
had
"By the time we play Bellarmine on
games played," McDevitt added.
three
weeks
with
a shoulder separation
treatments
on
it
for
both
flexibility
and
our
way
back
up,
they
will
have
played
All of Easterri's opponents on the
sustained in a collision at first base
strength. "
17
games
if
all
goes
well
for
them.
Like
southern
trip
are
Division
I
schools,
.
. except for Bellarmine, which McDevitt I said, all these teams have been south
"I feel like I've been throwing good against Evansville.

by Carl Gerdovfcb

·

.

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

3rd place game 'critical' finish for Pan thers
by Rudy Ruettlger

When the Panther cagers. bounced
back to grab a third place finish at the
NCAA II nationals last weekend at
Springfield, Mo. Head Coach Don
Eddy said it was "critical" for his
team to end the season in a winning
fashion.
"To get that far and win the last
game-- to end the season on a winning
note- was very important for us, " Eddy
said. "It leaves a good taste for the
players returning and it helps with our
.
recruiting.''
"It was also important for the
seniors to go out winners. "
Eastern defeated Florida Tech Sat
urday in the consolation game 77-67
after being . down by 10 . points at
halftime. The Panthers dropped a
58-43 decision Friday to WisconsinGreen Bay in the semifin.als.
Besides the third place finish, the
Panthers also produced an All
Tourney selection in guard Charlie
Thomas who scored 38 p0ints in two
games. He scored 22 against Florida
Tech to lead the Panthers.
, ;Thomas piayed both games very
well. Our guards were good through
out the tournament, " Eddy said
referring also to Derrick Scott.
Reviewing 'the Florida Tech game,
Eddy' said the Panthers played a great
second half to come from behind to win
and he credited the win mainly to two
reserves who started the second half.
. "Jimi Oldham and Tom Thigpen
started the second half for us and they
played real good ball when they were
in, " Eddy said. "I st;:irted Oldham
·

·

Eddy says he has a slim chance of
obtaining the Georgia job; former
Panther star Rich Rhodes is offered
a pro contract. See page 1 O.

·

because i.;_ the last minute and a half in
the first half he really got after Jerry
Prather, " Florida Tech's ball player
who scored 19 'points in the first 20
minutes.
"Oldham didn't let him score in the
final minute so I started him the
second half and he shut him (Prather) .
down for the first five minutes. Then
Pickens replaced Oldham and did a
nice job."
Eddy said he started Thigpen in
place of Craig DeWitt because DeWitt
had trouble all season in getting off to
a good start in the second half.
"Against Green Bay, -DeWitt had a
slow start in the second half, commit
ting two fouls right away and I didn't
want that to happen in this game". ' '
When DeWitt did come back in the
ball game he helped lead the Panther
uprising in the win over Florida Tech
by hitting key baskets down the
stretch.

·

·

Overall for both games in the finals,
Eddy .said he was dissatisfied with the
production he received out of his front
line.
The starting three players on· the
front line in the Green Bay game did
not score a point in the disastrous
second half in which Eastern only
scored 17 t'(>ints.
·

The Panthers gather around their leader. Don Eddy, for the lasftime during a
time out Saturday night in the consolation game of the Division II nationals in the
second half . against Florida Tee�. The cagers listened well to instructions as ·
they beat Florida 7 7-67. (News photo by Craig Stockel)

